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Accurate prediction of ocean surface currents is important for marine safety, ship

routing, tracking of pollutants and in coupled forecasting. Presently, velocity

observations are not routinely assimilated in global ocean forecasting systems,

largely due to the sparsity of the observation network. Several satellite missions

are now being proposed with the capability to measure Total Surface Current

Velocities (TSCV). If successful, these would substantially increase the coverage

of ocean current observations and could improve accuracy of ocean current

forecasts through data assimilation. In this paper, Observing System Simulation

Experiments (OSSEs) are used to assess the impact of assimilating TSCV in the

Met Office’s global ocean forecasting system. Synthetic observations are

generated from a high-resolution model run for all standard observation types

(sea surface temperature, profiles of temperature and salinity, sea level anomaly

and sea ice concentration) as well as TSCV observations from a Sea surface

KInematics Multiscale monitoring (SKIM) like satellite. The assimilation of SKIM

like TSCV observations is tested over an 11 month period. Preliminary

experiments assimilating idealised single TSCV observations demonstrate that

ageostrophic velocity corrections are not well retained in themodel. We propose

a method for improving ageostrophic currents through TSCV assimilation by

initialising Near Inertial Oscillations with a rotated incremental analysis update

(IAU) scheme. The OSSEs show that TSCV assimilation has the potential to

significantly improve the prediction of velocities, particularly in the Western

Boundary Currents, Antarctic Circumpolar Current and in the near surface

equatorial currents. For global surface velocity the analysis root-mean-square-

errors (RMSEs) are reduced by 23% and there is a 4-day gain in forecast RMSE.

There are some degradations to the subsurface in the tropics, generally in regions

with complex vertical salinity structures. However, outside of the tropics,

improvements are seen to velocities throughout the water column. Globally

there are also improvements to temperature and sea surface height when TSCV

are assimilated. The TSCV assimilation largely corrects the geostrophic ocean
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currents, but results using the rotated IAUmethod show that the energy at inertial

frequencies can be improved with this method. Overall, the experiments

demonstrate significant potential benefit of assimilating TSCV observations in a

global ocean forecasting system.
KEYWORDS

data assimilation, observing system simulation experiment, ocean prediction, total
surface current velocities, satellite velocities, ESA A-TSCV project
1 Introduction

The ocean Total Surface Current Velocity (TSCV) is defined as

the horizontal vector quantity that advects surface sea water

(Ardhuin et al., 2021), corresponding to an effective mass

transport velocity at the surface (Marié et al., 2020). The longer

time-scale processes affecting the TSCV are the geostophic currents,

the mean wind-driven (Ekman) component and wave induced

Stokes drift, while the short time-scale processes are tides and

near-inertial oscillations driven largely by variable wind-stress (Kim

and Kosro, 2013). The prediction of TSCVs is important for

numerous applications and users.

Direct measurements of the TSCV are currently not available with

global coverage. In coastal regions HF radars provide TSCV

measurements out to hundreds of kilometres from the coast (Isern-

Fontanet et al., 2017). Surface drifters can be used to infer near-surface

currents: the Global Drifter Program (GDP) drifters are usually

drogued so that they measure the currents at a specific depth,

generally 15 m (Lumpkin et al., 2017). Some custom-built drifters

have been deployed to specifically measure the TSCV including the

wave-driven Stokes drift (Morey et al., 2018; van Sebille et al., 2021) but

these are not widespread. Acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs)

are also used to measure the currents. They are an important source of

information in certain regions (e.g. Tropical Pacific, see Johnson et al.,

2002), but they have limited spatial coverage. Some previous studies

have used observed velocities to assess the quality of near surface

velocity predictions from the Met Office’s global Forecasting Ocean

Assimilation Model (FOAM). Blockley et al. (2012) assessed velocities

from the ¼° FOAM system against drifter derived velocities and

moored buoy velocities for 2007 and 2008 and showed that FOAM

was more skilful than climatology in all regions apart from the

Southern Ocean. More recently, Aijaz et al. (2023) have compared

FOAM velocities to drifter derived velocities for 2019 to 2021. Their

study showed that the global analysis Root Mean Squared Error

(RMSE) in the 15m velocities from ¼° FOAM varies between 0.138

and 0.161 m/s.

Due to the sparsity of the observation network, ocean surface

current velocities are not routinely assimilated in global ocean

forecasting systems. There have been some studies on drifter
02
assimilation in regional systems and these largely focus on models

of the Mediterranean (Nilsson et al., 2012) and the Gulf of Mexico

(Fan et al., 2004, Jacobs et al., 2014, Carrier et al., 2014; Sun et al.,

2022; Helber et al., 2023; Smith et al., 2023). There are also studies

on the assimilation of HF radar data in regional and coastal models

(e.g. Paduan and Shulman, 2004, Sperrevik et al., 2015 and Bendoni

et al., 2023). However, the ability to assimilate surface current

observations into global ocean models remains restricted by the

limited observing network.

Various satellite missions have been proposed to measure TSCV

globally such as SKIM (Ardhuin et al., 2019), SEASTAR

(Gommenginger et al., 2019), WaCM (Rodrıǵuez et al., 2019) and

ODYSEY (Torres et al., 2023). These have the potential to

substantially improve the coverage of observed ocean TSCVs.

The European Space Agency Assimilation of TSCV (ESA A-

TSCV) project uses Observing System Simulation Experiments

(OSSEs, Masutani et al., 2010) to assess the impact of assimilating

TSCV data from a SKIM like satellite in two global ¼ degree ocean

forecasting systems: the Met Office’s FOAM system and the

Mercator Ocean International (MOI) system. OSSEs assimilate

synthetic observations, usually generated from a high resolution

free running model referred to as the Nature Run. They allow us to

assess the implementation and potential impact of assimilating new

observation types (e.g King et al., 2021) and observation networks

(e.g Gasparin et al., 2019). The results from these experiments can

be used to support future satellite missions and inform observation

network design. The aims of this study are to develop the

assimilation of TSCV data and assess the potential impact of

assimilating TSCV observations. In this paper we focus on the

implementation and results in the Met Office FOAM system. The

results from the MOI experiments are presented in Mirouze et al.

(2024) while Waters et al. (2024) compare the impacts of TSCV

assimilation in the two systems and provide the overall outcomes

from the ESA A-TSCV project.

In section 2 we describe the Nature Run and generation of the

synthetic observations, the FOAM system and developments made

to allow for the assimilation of TSCV data and the main

experiments used in this study. In section 3 we present the results

from our experiments and in section 4 we provide the conclusions.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Nature Run and
observation generation.

2.1.1 Nature Run
The Nature Run (NR) is a 1/12° global ocean simulation with

the Mercator Ocean International real time system model

configuration without assimilation. The model, NEMO at version

3.1 (Madec, 2008), was forced by 3 hourly atmospheric fields from

the operational ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System with a 50%

wind/current coupling coefficient (the wind stresses driving the

ocean model are estimated based on 50% of the wind/current

velocity differences). This is the same NR used in the AtlantOS

project OSSEs (Gasparin et al., 2019) and it has been assessed for its

realism by Gasparin et al. (2018). This project uses data from the

NR for 2009. The NR is used to both generate the synthetic

observations and provide a “truth” for the OSSEs assessment.

The NR used in this study does not include tides, wave induced

Stokes drift or unresolved sub-mesoscale processes. Consequently,

the synthetic observations do not include the full range of processes

represented in true TSCVs. Given this study focuses on the impact

of assimilation in a global system, the impact of the tides is likely to

be small over most of the domain. However, a higher resolution

ocean model coupled with a wave model would ideally have been

used as the NR. The generation and storage of data from such a run

is extremely costly and a suitable run was not already available. We

instead use the 1/12° simulation described above. This run has been

successfully used in previous OSSEs and the use of this NR in

conjunction with the OSSE set-up described below produces

realistic surface velocity errors (see section 2.3). Throughout the

rest of this paper, the term TSCV is used to denote the surface

velocities represented by the NR.

2.1.2 Observations
Observations are simulated from the NR for all standard

observation types as well as new observations which might be

obtained from a SKIM-like satellite mission (Ardhuin et al., 2019).

2.1.2.1 Standard observations

The standard observations for the OSSEs are in-situ

temperature and salinity profiles, in-situ and level 2 satellite sea

surface temperature (SST) observations, level 3 altimeter

observations and level 3 satellite sea ice concentration (SIC)

observations. The simulated in-situ profiles represent the coverage

from Argo, tropical moorings, drifters and XBTs (eXpendable

BathyThermographs). Realistic coverage of L2 satellite SST data,

in situ SST observations and satellite SIC data were generated using

the times and locations of those used in the operational FOAM

system on each day of the year 2016. The simulated in-situ, SST and

SIC observations were generated with realistic observation errors as

part of the AtlantOS project (Gasparin et al., 2018; Mao et al., 2020).

The simulated altimeter data represents the coverage of

Sentinel3-A, Sentinel3-B, CryoSat and AltiKa. Real altimeter
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observations are of sea level anomaly (SLA), and a Mean

Dynamic Topography (MDT) is required to assimilate these

observations. The simulated altimeter observations in this

experiment are Sea Surface Height (SSH) and therefore an MDT

is not required to assimilate them. However, we can expect

differences in the mean SSH in the NR and our OSSEs. Along-

track SSH data were simulated using the SWOT simulator tool

which is capable of simulating both along-track and wide-swath

observations (Gaultier et al., 2016) with realistic nadir observation

error budgets included for each satellite. The altimeter observations

were generated in coordination with an OSSE investigating the

impact of assimilating nadir and wide-swath altimeters (King

et al., 2024).
2.1.2.2 TSCV observations

The SKIM-like TSCV data are simulated using the open-source

SKIMulator tool (Gaultier, 2019; Gaultier and Ubelmann, 2024). A

plot showing an example of the daily coverage from SKIM is shown

in Figure 1. The SKIM mission concept uses nadir and near-nadir

radar beams with Doppler measurements to measure surface

velocity vectors and ocean wave spectra over a 270km wide swath

with a 6km footprint. The main instrument is a Ka-band conically

scanning, multi-beam Doppler radar altimeter and wave

scatterometre. The recovered surface drift velocities are

representative of the top 1m of the ocean. The OSSEs in this

study assimilate 2D TSCVs (provided in the zonal and meridional

directions) along the SKIM swath (called L2c data). These currents

are constructed from the along-swath radial currents using an

Optimal Interpolation (OI) method with a 20km length scale. The

resulting 2D currents have a 5km resolution both across and along

the track. The OI method used to generate the 2D currents

introduces a mapping error - this is relatively small, of the order

of 3 cm/s. All the TSCV observations assimilated in this study

include this mapping error. For some of the OSSEs we also include

instrument error in the SKIM observations. Figure 1 shows the

instrument errors in the zonal and meridional components of the

velocity averaged along the track for one SKIM satellite cycle, as a

function of across track position. Note that the zonal velocity

instrument errors are largest close to the nadir while the

meridional velocity instrument errors are largest close to the edge

of the swath. A gap is also visible around the nadir where SKIM data

are unavailable.

For high density observations, such as swath satellite data, it is

important that some observation thinning is applied so that the

assimilation does not overfit information from observations with

spatially-correlated errors (Ochotta et al., 2005). In the experiments

presented here a simple thinning of 20 km was used in both the

across- and along-track directions. This thinning was chosen to be

the same as the length-scale applied in the OI used in the

observation processing. By thinning at this scale we hope to

remove the majority of the spatial correlations in the mapping

error. This practically means that only 1/16 of the observations were

used in the assimilation. In addition, SKIM observations are not

assimilated in regions where sea ice is present.
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2.2 FOAM system and assimilation of
TSCV data

The FOAM system (Aguiar et al., 2023) used here consists of the

NEMO 3.6 ocean model on a global 1/4° tripolar grid with 75 vertical

levels (the top model level is 1 m thick), coupled to the CICE sea-ice

model (Hunke et al., 2015) and the 3D-VAR data assimilation scheme

NEMOVAR (Waters et al., 2015). NEMOVAR is a multivariate, first-

guess-at-appropriate-time (FGAT), incremental variational data

assimilation scheme developed specifically for NEMO. The state

vector consists of temperature, salinity, SSH, zonal and meridional

velocity and sea ice concentration. The scheme uses multivariate

balance relationships to allow correlations between different variables

in the background error covariance (Weaver et al., 2005). With the

exception of temperature, which is defined as the lead variable,

variables are separated into balanced and unbalanced components,

and the control vector consists of temperature and the unbalanced

salinity, SSH and velocity components. Water mass conservation

properties are used to define the salinity balance, hydrostatic balance
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
is used for the SSH balance and geostrophy is used for the velocity

balance. Note that sea ice concentration is treated separately (no

updates are made to ocean variables based on changes to the SIC

and vice versa). The spatial background error correlations in

NEMOVAR are modelled using an implicit diffusion operator

(Mirouze et al., 2016).

FOAM uses a 24-hour assimilation window and the daily

increments produced by NEMOVAR are applied during a 24-hour

model run using IAU (incremental analysis update; Bloom et al., 1996).

As velocity observations are not assimilated in the standard FOAM

configuration, the only adjustments to the velocities (when no velocity

observations are available) are made through the geostrophic balance.

The geostrophic balance is only applied outside of the equatorial

region, so no corrections are made to velocities close to the equator

unless velocity observations are assimilated.

Two altimeter bias correction terms are included in the

assimilation system used operationally in FOAM. The first altimeter

bias term is designed to correct for errors in the Mean Dynamic

Topography (MDT) which is used to relate observed SLA to the model
FIGURE 1

Observation coverage for one day of SKIM data (top) and instrument error structure across the swath (bottom), with the blue line showing the error
in the eastward velocity component and the orange line the error in the northward velocity component.
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SSH (Lea et al., 2008). While we don’t use an MDT in the OSSEs here,

the synthetic altimeter observations do include an error associated with

the different mean SSH in the NR compared to the mean SSH of the

lower resolution system used in the OSSEs, so we retain this bias

correction term. The second altimeter bias term is designed to account

for differences in the model and observed SLA due to the Dynamic

Atmosphere Correction (DAC) which is generally applied to altimeter

data and has a large impact at high latitudes. In our OSSE framework,

the synthetic observations do not include DAC, however, we retain the

bias correction term to account for biases associated with different

resolved processes in the NR and OSSEs at higher latitudes.

We specify the background error covariances in NEMOVAR by

defining a field of background error standard deviations and

background error correlation length-scales for each assimilated

variable. We specify spatially and seasonally varying background

error standard deviations at the surface for temperature,

unbalanced salinity, unbalanced SSH and sea ice concentration,

and flow-dependent parameterisations for the sub-surface error

standard deviations for the 3D variables. For temperature and

unbalanced salinity, a combination of two length-scales is used

for the horizontal background error correlations and the vertical

background error correlations are based on the local mixed-layer

depth in the background field. The unbalanced SSH error

correlation length scales are specified as 400 km and the sea ice

concentration error correlation length scales are specified as 25 km.

The observation errors in NEMOVAR contain no spatial

correlations and observation error standard deviations for the

standard observation types are spatially and seasonally varying.

As the standard FOAM system does not assimilate velocity data,

some developments were required to allow for the assimilation of

TSCV data for this study. These were updates to include velocities

in the observation operator, the specification of surface observation

error standard deviations and the specification of velocity

background error covariances. In the following subsections we

provide a description of the estimation of the velocity observation

and background error covariances.

2.2.1 TSCV observation error specification
We need to specify observation errors for the surface zonal and

meridional velocities to be used in the assimilation of the TSCV data.

The observation errors required by the data assimilation system include

the measurement errors (including the mapping and, where

appropriate, the instrument errors shown in Figure 1) as well as the

representation errors which describe the mis-match in the resolution

represented by the observations and the model, as well as processes

missing from themodel (Janjić et al., 2018). Themapping error in these

experiments is approximately 2.5 cm/s, estimated from a subsample of

the TSCV observation data. For the OSSEs presented here the

observations are generated from outputs of a higher resolution

model run so the representation error should be the differences in

the 1/12° NR model’s representation of the ocean compared to the ¼°

model used in the OSSEs. We calculated the representation error by

comparing the variability in the FOAM ¼° and the 1/12° NR daily

mean surface velocities. The day-to-day variability in the surface

velocity was calculated for both ¼° and the 1/12° runs over one year
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
at each grid-point and a global offset was determined. This offset of

approximately 7 cm/s is assumed to be an approximation to the global

average representation error. However, the representation errors are

likely to be spatially varying with larger errors in more energetic and

variable regions. To allow for spatial variability in our estimate, the

annual 1/12° 2D surface velocity variability field was interpolated to the

¼° grid, smoothed using a Gaussian filter with 1.5° length-scale and

then normalised by the 7 cm/s offset to produce a 2D field of the

representation error. Smoothing of the representation errors is

necessary to ensure that they don’t vary too quickly over the scales

of the background error correlations. The representation errors are

largest in the equatorial region, the western boundary currents and

other regions of high variability (see Supplementary Figure 1).

2.2.2 Velocity background errors
For the assimilation of TSCV data, new background error

standard deviations and length-scales are required for the

unbalanced components of zonal and meridional velocities. The

velocity balance in NEMOVAR is geostrophic so the unbalanced

component represents the ageostrophic velocity component. The

magnitude of the unbalanced velocity background errors will

determine how much of the signal in the observations is used to

correct the ageostrophic velocity and how much is used to correct

the geostrophic velocity. We have used the NMC method (Parrish

and Derber, 1992) to estimate the forecast error covariances. This

method uses the difference between 48-hour and 24-hour forecast

fields, valid at the same time, as a proxy for the forecast error. To

produce an estimate of unbalanced velocity error covariances we

applied the inverse of the NEMOVAR balance operator to the

forecast difference fields to remove the balanced (geostrophic)

component prior to the NMC calculation.

For calculating the surface background error standard

deviations and horizontal correlation scales, the NMC method

was applied to the (unbalanced) surface zonal and meridional

velocities from a previous two-year run of the ¼° FOAM system.

We applied a function fitting to the estimated NMC error

covariances to determine two horizontal correlation length-scales

at each grid point and the surface background error standard

deviations associated with these (i.e. the respective weighting of

these correlation length scales). A final step was to scale the total

background error standard deviations to be consistent with the

global observation-minus-background RMSE for surface zonal and

meridional velocity estimated by comparing a control run (which

did not assimilate TSCV data) to the simulated TSCV observation

data. In the resulting covariance estimates (see Supplementary

Figure 2) the short length scales vary between around 40km at

high latitudes and 150km at the equator, the long length scales vary

between 200km in high latitudes and 400km in mid-latitudes. In

both the short and long length scales, the shortest scales are seen in

the highly variable regions of the western boundary currents and the

ACC (Antarctic Circumpolar Current). The surface background

error standard deviations are highest in the region of the equatorial

currents and in the western boundary currents and ACC.

The parameterization used to represent the temperature and

salinity vertical background error correlations in FOAM sets the
frontiersin.org
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vertical length-scales at the surface equal to the mixed layer depth

(based on the Kara et al., 2003 definition) in the background model

field on each cycle (see Waters et al., 2015 for more details). We use a

similar parameterization for zonal and meridional unbalanced velocity

vertical length-scales but choose a different definition of mixed layer

depth (MLD001, which is the shallowest depth where the density

increases by 0.01 kgm-3 relative to the 10m density). The NMC error

covariances for the full 3D unbalanced velocity fields were calculated

for a single month, December, and the vertical background error

correlations with the surface were compared to the monthly average

Kara mixed layer depth and MLD001 (see Supplementary Figure 3).

The Kara mixed layer depth was found to be deeper than the NMC

scales would suggest, whileMLD001 provided a good approximation to

the vertical correlation length-scales at the surface.

The NMC background error standard deviations reduce with

depth. We therefore use the tapering function shown in Equations

1, 2 to parameterize the subsurface unbalanced velocity standard

deviations. This is similar to the function used to taper salinity

background error standard deviations in NEMOVAR, but has been

tuned to be consistent with the 3D NMC velocity error estimates.

The parametrized background error standard deviations at each
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
model grid point at each time are specified by:

f (z) = 0:05 + 0:95(1 − tanh½ln z
L
�)=2: (1)

s (z) = s (0)f (z) (2)

where s(z) is the background error standard deviation at each

grid point and time, z is depth and s(0) is the surface background
error standard deviations estimated from the NMC estimates, as

described earlier. L is the length scale for the tapering function and

varies at each grid point and time. It is set equal to MLD001 away

from the equator and is ramped up to 150 m at the equator to

capture the larger background error standard deviations with depth

in the tropics seen in the 3D NMC estimates. A comparison

between the NMC estimates and parameterised background error

standard deviations is provided in Supplementary Figure 4.

2.2.3 Initialising near-inertial oscillations
Single observation experiments were performed to determine how

the model responds to balanced and unbalanced velocity increments.

Figure 2 shows the results for a single idealised velocity innovation (0.5
FIGURE 2

The top plots show the total velocity increment in m/s (left) and balanced/geostrophic velocity increment in m/s (right) for an idealised single TSCV
observation. The bottom plots show the model response in m/s to the total (left) and balanced (right) increments at the end of a 24 hour IAU step.
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m/s in the Eastward direction, 0.5 m/s in the Northward direction) in

the middle of the South Atlantic. This innovation was fed into

NEMOVAR and the resulting balanced/unbalanced increments are

shown. The balanced increments have smaller magnitude and spread

than the total increments, and the total increments are more isotropic

in their structure. However, when the increment was included in the

model during a 24-hour IAU step, the model response to the balanced

and total increments in Figure 2 is very similar and looks largely like the

structure and magnitude of the balanced increments. This suggests that

the unbalanced component of the increments is not being retained by

the model.

One reason for this is the way the increments are applied to the

model during the IAU. Away from the equator and coasts, Near-

Inertial Oscillations (NIO) are a large component of the

ageostrophic (unbalanced) velocities. NIOs are rotations of the

near surface velocity at the inertial period T=2p/f, normally

caused by localised wind changes. In the Northern Hemisphere
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
these rotations are clockwise and in the Southern Hemisphere they

are anti-clockwise. During the IAU step, we nudge velocity

increments into the model. In regions where NIOs dominate, the

model responds to the unbalanced velocity perturbations in a

similar way that it would respond to a perturbation in the winds,

i.e. it rotates the perturbation at the inertial period. This effect is

demonstrated in Figure 3 in the Mid-South Atlantic (the same

location as the single observation shown earlier). In the top plot, an

unbalanced velocity increment is applied with direct insertion.

Direct insertion is where the full increment (green arrow) is

applied at zero hours (the start of the day). The increment at zero

hours is derived from the increment at 12 hours (cyan arrow) by

rotating the increment by the inertial period. The blue arrows show

how the model responds. We can clearly see that the model

velocities begin to rotate anti-clockwise with a period of

approximately 24 hours (the inertial period at this latitude). The

middle plot shows how the model responds when the same
FIGURE 3

The blue arrows show the model’s response to a North East unbalanced velocity increment valid at 12 hours (shown by the cyan arrow in the top
plot). The green arrows show how the increment is applied to the model. In the top plot, the increment is rotated by the inertial period to 0 hours
and applied using direct insertion. In the middle plot, the velocity increment is applied with the standard IAU over the first 24. In the bottom plot, the
velocity increment is applied with a rotated IAU over the first 24 hours. The arrows are plotted using the same scaling.
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unbalanced velocity increment is applied using IAU (this is how

increments for other variables are applied in the FOAM system). In

this case, the North Easterly increment is nudged in evenly

throughout the first 24 hours. The model responds to the

perturbation with a rotation (similar to the bottom plot),

however, at each subsequent time step we force in a new North

Easterly correction which partially cancels the model rotation. This

results in a much smaller model response compared to the direct

insertion case by the end of the IAU.

We now assume that the unbalanced component of the velocity

increment is largely due to errors in the NIOs. Rather than applying

the unbalanced velocity increment in a standard IAU which

dampens any NIO as just described, we propose a scheme which

attempts to initialise the NIOs using a rotated IAU. The velocity

increments are still nudged in throughout a 24-hour window, but

the applied increment is rotated by the inertial period at each time

step. The bottom plot in Figure 3 shows the model response to this

rotated IAU. The model responds with a rotation which looks

similar to the direct insertion plot; however, the magnitude of the

model response is smaller in the IAU (first 24 hours) and slightly

larger in the forecast (24-48 hours). Using an IAU is considered

preferable to direct insertion as it reduces shocks to the model so

this rotated IAU method will be tested for improving the

initialisation of NIO in the experiments described later.

The above description describes the initialisation of NIOs using

the unbalanced increments in an idealised single observation

experiment. In the full assimilative system, we have numerous

TSCV observations valid at different times in a single assimilation

cycle. To initialise the NIOs using the method described in the

previous paragraph, we need to know the time that the increments
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are valid for. Ideally, we would use a 4D-VAR approach to

assimilate the velocity data at the correct time, but this is not

currently practical within our system. Instead we create a field of

increment times on the model grid by using the time from the

nearest TSCV observation on each assimilation cycle. These

increment times are then used to rotate the applied unbalanced

increments in the IAU. To avoid ambiguity in the increment times,

we remove any crossing satellite tracks within the assimilation

window. We do this by only using the descending TSCV tracks

(ascending tracks are discarded) and removing observations

poleward of 60° N/S. Figure 4 shows an example of the

observation times for a single day (top plot) and the

corresponding increment-time field (bottom plot). Note that in

our application of this method the balanced (geostrophic)

increments are applied using a standard IAU (no rotation) and

the full unbalanced increments are applied with the rotated IAU (i.e

we assume that all the unbalanced corrections are due to errors in

the NIOs).
2.3 Experiment description

The main OSSEs are summarised in Table 1. The Control

experiment is the baseline experiment which only assimilates

simulated observations for the standard observation types (SST,

temperature and salinity profiles, SSH, SIC). The A-TSCV

experiments use an identical set-up to the control, but in addition

to assimilating the standard observation types, they assimilate the

simulated TSCV observations described in section 2.1.2.2. Two A-

TSCV experiments are run for the full control period: one where the
FIGURE 4

Time of day of the descending TSCV observations in the top plot and the resulting times of the increments (on the model grid) in the bottom plot.
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TSCV observations only contain the mapping error (A-

TSCV_No_Err in row 2) and one where the TSCV observations

include both the mapping error and instrument error (A-

TSCV_Instr_Err in row 3). In addition, two short experiments

are run to assess the impact of initializing the NIOs, one using the

standard IAU (A-TSCV_No_NIO_corr in row 4) and one using the

rotated IAU (A-TSCV_NIO_corr in row 5).

A spin-up run starting from the 1st of January 2009 and

assimilating the control observations was performed. The run was

started using ocean/ice restarts from the 1st of January 2009 from

the AtlantOS control (Mao et al., 2020), the altimeter bias terms

were initialised as zero. The main runs were then all started from

the same spin-up run on the 21st of January 2009, in the A-TSCV

experiments TSCV data were assimilated from this date. The main

experiments were run until the end of 2009 with the main

assessments carried out from the 25th February 2009 which

allowed for a spin up with TSCV assimilation of more than a

month. Seven-day forecasts were run every 7 days throughout

the period.

The OSSEs are designed to differ from the NR by using different

surface forcing, a different resolution model and different initial

conditions to realistically represent the differences in our

forecasting systems and the real ocean. While both systems use

the NEMO ocean model, they are run at different NEMO versions

and include some differences in the parameterisations, for example

different lateral eddy diffusivity and horizontal bilaplacian eddy

viscosity values (Mao et al., 2020) and the NR included a large scale

correction for precipitation (Gasparin et al., 2019) which was not in

the model used in the OSSEs. The OSSEs are run at ¼° resolution

compared with the 1/12° resolution of the NR and the OSSEs are

forced with ERA5 fluxes (Hersbach et al., 2020) with a 100% wind/

current coupling coefficient. The fluxes differ from the near-real

time operational ECMWF fluxes used to drive the NR (Shihora

et al., 2022 give an example of the differences in surface pressure

from ERA5 compared to operational ECMWF forcing). When

comparing the daily mean 10m wind speed between the near-real

time operational ECMWF and ERA5 fluxes, in many regions the

percentage difference exceeds 25% (not shown). The surface

velocity global RMSE of the control relative to the NR are 13/12

cm/s for zonal/meridional velocity. These global errors are broadly

comparable with the assessment of near surface velocities from the
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global ¼° FOAM system using drifter-derived velocities in Aijaz

et al. (2023), which found near surface RMSEs between 13 and 16

cm/s. This supports the realism of the OSSE design.
3 Results

In sections 3.1-3.3 we assess the results from A-TSCV_No_Err

and A-TSCV_Instr_err while in section 3.4 we assess the impact of

correcting the NIO with the TSCV assimilation.
3.1 Global results

Figure 5 shows the impact of assimilating TSCV data on global

analysis RMSE as a function of depth/time. Statistics are calculated

with respect to the NR on a common ¼ degree grid. The surface

velocity RMSEs are reduced by approximately 23% in the A-

TSCV_Instr_Err experiment and approximately 26% in the A-

TSCV_No_Err experiment. The improvements to velocity with

TSCV assimilation is largest at the surface, but there are

improvements throughout the water column and these are larger

in the A-TSCV_No_Err experiment. Temperature RMSEs are also

improved below 300 m in A-TSCV_Instr_Err and throughout the

water column in A-TSCV_No_Err, but there is little change to

global salinity RMSEs. The SSH results show a significant

improvement with TSCV assimilation of more than 0.5 cm

(approximately 14%) to the global SSH RMSE.

Figures 6 show the spatial difference in the RMSE between the

A-TSCV_Instr_Err experiment and the control for July at the

surface and 220m. Throughout this paper, blue indicates regions

where the A-TSCV_Instr_Err experiment has a smaller RMSE than

the control, while red indicates regions where the RMSE is larger

than in the control. Significant reductions to surface velocity RMSE

are seen in the equatorial region, the western boundary currents

(WBC) and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). The results

show some small degradations to zonal surface velocities in the

middle of the gyres. However, a similar degradation is not seen

when assimilating the TSCV data without instrument error (see

Supplementary Figure 5). This may suggest that the background

and observation errors require further tuning to optimise the
TABLE 1 Summary of OSSE experiments.

Experiment Assimilated
standard obs
(SST, T/S,
SSH, SIC)

Assimilated TSCV TSCV errors IAU Period

Control ✔ standard 21st Jan – 30th Dec 2009

A-TSCV_No_Err ✔ ✔ Mapping only standard 21st Jan – 30th Dec 2009

A-TSCV_Instr_Err ✔ ✔ Mapping +
instrument error

standard 21st Jan – 30th Dec 2009

A-TSCV_No_NIO_corr ✔ ✔ Only descending tracks< 60° N/S Mapping only standard 21st Jan – 31st March 2009

A-TSCV_NIO_corr ✔ ✔ Only descending tracks<60° N/S Mapping only rotated 21st Jan – 31st March 2009
The tick symbol indicates whether the observations are used in a particular experiment.
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impact of the TSCV assimilation when realistic observation errors

are present. At 220 m there are some small improvements to

velocity RMSE along the equator and in the WBC and more

significant improvements in the ACC. Regional results in the next

section provide more detail on the improvement with depth in these

regions. There are also some regions with degradations. These

predominantly occur in the tropics, away from the equator but

close to the coast. The dynamical balances prescribed in

NEMOVAR to spread information between variables and in the

vertical are not dynamically consistent in regions with complex

vertical density structures. In general, the degraded areas appear to
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be tropical regions which have large freshwater input from rivers

and are likely to have complex vertical salinity structures which

distort the vertical propagation of the increments. For both SST and

SSH, RMSEs are improved primarily in the WBCs and ACC. There

are also some improvements to SSTs in the region of the tropical

instability waves in the East Tropical Pacific and some degradations

in the regions where the 220m velocities are degraded.

We produced 7-day forecasts every 7 days for the control and

OSSEs. The forecasts are assessed against the Nature Run and in

Figure 7 the global surface velocity RMSE is plotted as a function of

forecast lead time. The improvement to the surface velocities is well
FIGURE 5

Global RMSE calculated over 25/02/2009 – 30/12/2009 for zonal velocity (top left), meridional velocity (top right), temperature (middle left), salinity
(middle right) and SSH (bottom).
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retained throughout the 7-day forecast. In fact, the experiments

which assimilate TSCV data with instrument error have a lower

zonal velocity RMSE at forecast day 6, and a lower meridional

velocity RMSE at forecast day 5 than the control has at forecast day

1. This implies that we get a 4-day gain in global velocity forecast

RMSE accuracy when assimilating TSCV data without instrument

error. When instrument error is not included in the TSCV data,

there is a 5-day gain in global velocity forecast RMSE accuracy.
3.2 Regional results

In this section we will focus on results from a tropical region

and Western Boundary Current (WBC) region. Figure 8 shows the

mean surface speeds in July in the NR and the monthly mean errors

in the control and A-TSCV_Instr_Err (calculated relative to the

NR) for the Tropical Atlantic. There is a good reduction in the

errors at the equator in A-TSCV_Instr_Err. In particular, the North

Brazil current and northern branch of the South Equatorial

Current, which is the Westward current between 0° and 5° North,

are improved. This is a region where we would expect the TSCV
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assimilation to have a significant impact on the predictability of

currents. There is no geostrophic balance near the equator, which

means that velocities are not constrained in this region by data

assimilation in the control experiment.

The RMSE statistics as a function of depth for the Tropical

Atlantic region in Figure 9 provide more of a mixed picture. While

there are improvements to velocity RMSE with TSCV assimilation

in the top 100 m, there are degradations below that. From Figure 6

we see that the main degradations to the zonal velocity RMSE in the

Tropical Atlantic at 220m depth occur away from the equator and

primarily in the Amazon outflow region. Similar results are seen in

the SST results in Figure 6. These results suggest that degradations

in the Amazon outflow region are largely responsible for the

degradations to the statistics seen in the Tropical Atlantic results

below the surface layers.

Figure 10 shows the monthly mean speeds and mean speed

errors for the South Atlantic WBC region in July. From the mean

error plots, the control significantly underpredicts the strength of

the Malvinas/Falkland current. However, this is substantially

improved in the A-TSCV_Instr_Err experiment. Altimeter

assimilation is unable to correct the Malvinas/Falkland current in
FIGURE 6

Spatial plot of A-TSCV_Instr_Err RMSE minus control RMSE calculated between the 25t h of February and 30th of December for surface zonal
velocity (top left), surface meridional velocity (top right), 220 m zonal velocity (middle left), 220m meridional velocity (middle right), SST (bottom left)
and SSH (bottom right). Blue areas indicate regions where the A-TSCV exp has a lower RMSE than the control while red indicates regions where the
RMSE is higher.
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part due to the altimeter bias correction scheme. The error in the

Malvinas/Falkland current is a persistent, stationary feature in the

control experiment and the data assimilation bias correction

scheme attributes biases with these temporal and spatial scales to

an observation bias in the MDT. Because the data assimilation

scheme sees this error as an observation bias, it does not attempt to

correct this feature with SSH assimilation. A similar behaviour has

been observed in the FOAM system when using real observations,

where model biases are aliased in to the MDT altimeter bias term.

The assimilation of TSCV data compliments the altimeter

assimilation by significantly improving the correction to currents

(and SSH) in regions where these features occur. In addition to

improving the Malvinas/Falkland current, TSCV assimilation

improves the region around the ACC, Drakes Passage and

Zapiola rise (a subsurface plateau at 45° W, 44° S with a strong

anticyclonic circulation around it, Saraceno et al, 2009).

The RMSE statistics for the South Atlantic WBC region are

shown in Figure 11. There are improvements throughout the water

column for velocity with a reduction to the RMSE of around 27% at

the surface and 20% below 1500 m. The improvements at depth

(below a few hundred metres) are due only to the correction of the

geostrophic velocities. The baroclinic component of the geostrophic

velocity correction is applied down to 1500 m – below this depth the
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improvements are due to the barotropic component of the

geostrophic velocity correction. The results from these OSSEs

suggest that the TSCV assimilation is able to make significant

corrections to the barotropic geostrophic velocities in the WBC

and ACC regions which lead to improved velocities down to the

bottom of the ocean. A good improvement is also seen in the

temperature RMSEs, particularly below 100 m depth. There are also

improvements to salinity down to 1500 m. The salinity RMSE is

reduced by approximately 5% near the surface and by

approximately 20% at 1500 m. The SSH RMSEs (not shown) are

reduced by more than 1 cm with TSCV assimilation.
3.3 Lagrangian assessment

The OceanParcels tool (Delandmeter and van Sebille, 2019) has

been used to perform a Lagrangian assessment of the A-TSCV

experiments. Particles were seeded globally at a ¼ degree resolution

and were propagated for 6 days from the 9th September 2009 using

the model daily analysis velocity fields. The separation of the

particles from the NR particles were calculated on each day.

Figure 12 shows the percentage of particles within 50 km of the

NR particles for 1-6 advection days. The number of particles within
FIGURE 7

Global forecast RMSE for surface zonal (top) and meridional (bottom) velocity, calculated over 25/02/2009 – 30/12/2009.
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50 km separation after 6 days is increased by 9% in the A-

TSCV_Instr_Err experiment relative to the control and there is a

1.5-day gain in prediction accuracy. A 2-day gain in prediction

accuracy is seen in the A-TSCV_No_Err experiment. From spatial

plots (not shown) the improvement is largely in the equatorial

region, WBC and ACC, similar to the results in Figure 6.
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3.4 Near inertial oscillation
correction results

In this section we assess the impact of TSCV assimilation on

NIOs. In section 2.2.3 we showed that using a standard IAU can

lead to a cancelling effect in regions where NIOs dominate. In order
FIGURE 8

Mean speed at surface in July for the NR (top) and monthly mean error in surface speed for the control (middle) and A-TSCV_Instr_Err (bottom).
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to assess the impact of TSCV assimilation on the NIOs in our

experiments, we performed a spectral temporal analysis of the

clockwise component of the surface velocities in the Northern

Hemisphere and counter-clockwise component of the surface

velocities in the Southern Hemisphere along latitudinal bands. At

each latitudinal band we extracted the spectral power at the inertial

period for that latitude. These are plotted as a function of latitude

and are shown in Figure 12 (left plots). We see that the behaviour is

quite different in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere. In the

Southern hemisphere the NR has substantially more power at the

inertial frequency than the FOAM experiments which suggests that

the NIOs are unpredicted in the FOAM experiments in this region.

In the Northern Hemisphere the NR results are more comparable

with the FOAM experiments. The free run at ¼° resolution has

more power at the inertial frequency than the control run at nearly

all latitudes. This implies that data assimilation generally (not just
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assimilation of TSCV data) leads to a dampening of the NIOs in

the model.

When TSCV data are assimilated using the standard IAU (A-

TSCV_no_NIO_corr), the spectral power at the inertial frequencies

generally increases and is closer to the free run. However, the

spectral power at the inertial frequency is significantly larger in the

A-TSCV_NIO_corr experiment. This implies that the rotated IAU

is able to initialise NIOs through the TSCV assimilation. In the

Southern Hemisphere this produces results closer to the NR.

However, in the Northern Hemisphere the spectral power at the

inertial frequencies over-shoots the NR at some latitudes. The

different performance of the rotated IAU in the two hemispheres

could be related to seasonal variations in the strength of the NIOs.

Spatial assessment (not shown) of the spectral power of the

clockwise/anti-clockwise velocity component at the inertial

frequency calculate over 10 degree boxes demonstrates that in
FIGURE 9

Tropical Atlantic RMSE calculated over 25/02/2009 – 30/12/2009 for zonal velocity (top left), meridional velocity (top right), temperature (bottom
left) and salinity (bottom right). The Tropical Atlantic statistics are calculated for region 8 in Figure 6 from Mao et al. (2020).
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March 2009, the NR has larger magnitude NIOs in the Southern

Hemisphere compared to the Northern Hemisphere. This is

consistent with results in D’Asaro (1985). They showed that

energy flux to the inertial motion is lower in the presence of a

deeper mixed layer depth. In March, while we expect the wind

forcing to be strong in the Northern Hemisphere, the mixed layer is

deep and this reduces the energy flux to the inertial motion.

Interestingly, Watanabe and Hibiya (2002) suggest that the

dependence of the energy flux to the inertial motion on mixed

layer depth is more important in the Northern Hemisphere, so we

may expect to see less of a seasonal cycle in the Southern

Hemisphere. These spatial and temporal variations in the strength

of the NIOs may also impact the proportion of the ageostrophic

velocity increments which can be attributed to NIOs. In future

work, the amount of weight given to NIO corrections should be

further investigated. The experiments should also be extended to

cover a longer period to allow us to assess the impact of the

seasonal cycle.
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When we compare the RMSE statistics of zonal and meridional

surface velocity for March from the A-TSCV_No_NIO_Corr and

the A- TSCV_NIO_Corr experiments, we see a negligible impact on

results. However, if we focus on the sub-daily variability in the

velocity fields we see larger impacts. We calculated a residual

surface velocity as hourly surface velocity minus the daily mean

surface velocity and then calculated the RMSE of this residual

relative to the equivalent values from the NR. Figure 13 (right plots)

show the percentage improvement in the residual zonal surface

velocity RMSE relative to the control run. In the Southern

hemisphere, the A-TSCV_NIO_Corr produces a good

improvement to the residual zonal surface velocity RMSE relative

to the A-TSCV_no_NIO_Corr and control experiment. The results

are more mixed in the Northern Hemisphere, with a small overall

degradation. Given that the spectral results suggest a larger under-

prediction of the NIOs in the Southern Hemisphere, it is consistent

that this is a region where we see improvements in the residual

zonal surface velocity RMSE.
FIGURE 10

July monthly mean current speed at the surface for NR (top left) and monthly mean error in the control (bottom left) and A-TSCV_Instr_Err
(bottom right).
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4 Discussion and conclusion

In this study we have used OSSEs to assess the potential impact

of assimilating satellite TSCV observations in a global ocean

forecasting system. The assimilation of synthetic TSCV data in

this framework was shown to significantly improve the prediction

of surface currents with a reduction in the analysis RMSE of

approximately 23%. This improvement was also shown to persist

throughout a 7-day forecast with 4-day gain in global velocity

forecast RMSE accuracy when assimilating TSCV data. Lagrangian

assessment also demonstrated improvements in predictability with

a 1.5-day gain in Lagrangian drift metrics. In addition, the TSCV

assimilation improves the prediction of global subsurface currents.

These improvements are all the way down to the bottom of the

ocean in the Western Boundary current regions due to corrections
FIGURE 11

South Atlantic WBC RMSE calculated over 25/02/2009 – 30/12/2009 for zonal velocity (top left), meridional velocity (top right), temperature (bottom
left) and salinity (bottom right). The South Atlantic WBC statistics are calculated for region 10 in Figure 6 from Mao et al. (2020).
FIGURE 12

Percentage of particles within 50km of the NR particles for different
advection times.
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to the barotropic geostrophic velocities. We also see improvements

to global SSH and temperatures with the assimilation of TSCV, with

global SSH RMSE reduced by ~14%.

Spatial assessments demonstrate that the largest improvements

are in the western boundary currents, ACC and equatorial currents.

There are some localised areas where subsurface results are

degraded which appear to be coastal regions in the tropics with

large freshwater input e.g the Amazon outflow. It is likely that the

multivariate balances prescribed in NEMOVAR do not adequately

describe the balances in these regions where there are complex

vertical salinity structures. This impact could be mitigated in future

work by increasing the observation error or improving the balance

relationships in these regions. In addition, we see some small

degradations to the zonal surface currents in the gyres when

assimilating the TSCV data with instrument errors included and

this could indicate that the background and observation errors

require further tuning. Away from the equator, the majority of the

TSCV assimilation impact comes from the correction of

geostrophic velocities. Using a single observation experiment we

demonstrated that the unbalanced (ageostrophic) velocity

increments are not well retained in the model. We’ve proposed a

new method to initialise NIO with the velocity increments to

improve the retention of unbalanced velocity corrections. A short

set of experiments were performed to test this method. The results

show an increase in power at the inertial frequency which implies

that NIO are being initialised by the assimilation. This has a positive
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impact on the residual surface current RMSE in the Southern

Hemisphere but a more mixed impact on the Northern

Hemisphere. This could be due to too much weight being given

to the unbalanced velocities in the assimilation in some regions.

Further tuning of the assimilation error covariances could improve

the overall impact.

In the TSCV assimilation experiments we compared the impact

of assimilating TSCV observations with and without instrument

error. The benefits of the TSCV assimilation are slightly decreased

with the inclusion of instrument error, but we still see some

substantial improvements to global velocity, temperature and SSH

prediction. Realistic satellite TSCV observations are likely to include

additional correlated observation errors (Gaultier and Ubelmann,

2024). These errors are not investigated in this study but should be

considered in future work. Improvements to retrieval techniques

may be able to reduce some of these errors and recent developments

to data assimilation techniques such as the implementation of

correlated observation errors in variational schemes (e.g Goux

et al., 2023) should help to reduce the impact of the remaining

observation errors.

The OSSEs are performed at ¼° resolution, while many

operational ocean forecasting systems run at higher resolutions

(the global FOAM system for instance has a 1/12° resolution). Using

a medium resolution model for OSSEs is a valid approach when

assimilating novel observation types and allows for the development

of the system without large computational costs. However
FIGURE 13

Left plots show the sum of spectral power along latitude bands of the clockwise/counter clockwise component of the surface velocities at the
inertial frequency as a function of latitude for March 2009. Top left is the clockwise component in the Northern Hemisphere (20N to 60N), bottom
left is the counter-clockwise component in the Southern Hemisphere (20S to 60S). Right plots show the percentage improvement relative to the
control of the residual surface zonal velocity RMSE in the Northern Hemisphere (top) and Southern Hemisphere (bottom). The relative surface
velocity is calculated from the hourly surface velocity minus the daily mean surface velocity.
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subsequent TSCV OSSEs could be run at higher resolutions to

better demonstrate the impact of TSCV assimilation on cutting edge

and future ocean forecasting systems. Ideally this would require a

higher resolution NR to maintain realistic differences between the

two systems.

OSSEs assimilate synthetic observations generated from a model

run, and this approach has some limitations. In this study, the model

used to generate the TSCV observations did not include tides or Stokes

drift and the model resolution restricts its ability to resolve sub-

mesoscale processes. Real satellite TSCV observations would include

these processes and any future OSSEs should aim to better represent

these. This would give us a better understanding of the impact of

assimilating corrections for these energetic ageostrophic processes.

However, the synthetic TSCV observations assimilated in these

OSSEs still represent a substantial proportion of the “real” TSCV and

provide us with valuable insight into the feasibility and potential benefit

of assimilating TSCV data.

Overall, this study has demonstrated that we have the capability

to assimilate simulated satellite TSCV observations and that they

have potential to significantly improve prediction of the ocean state

in global ocean forecasting systems. The results from this study

support the case for future satellite missions with TSCV

observing capability.
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